Are you interested in doing summer research on SOCIAL COGNITION?

The Social Neuroscience & Psychopathology Lab is looking for **volunteer summer research assistants** with the possibility of staying on for the academic year.

As a research assistant, you will help **run studies and analyze data** from projects investigating…
- The relation between fiction reading and social cognition
- Neural effects of computerized social cognitive training

And, you will have the opportunity to…
- Learn and administer neuropsychological assessments and tests of social cognition
- Learn and perform data analysis
- Help prepare manuscripts, posters, and/or presentations
- Make a contribution to science!
- Work closely with (awesome!) graduate students
- Get a feel for what a career in psychology is like
- Make your family proud
- Make yourself proud
- Learn the secrets of William James Hall (there are many)

If interested (you know you’re interested), please contact:
David Dodell-Feder, feder@fas.harvard.edu